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Abstract

Jieao Song recently conjectured a formula for the class of a Lagrangian plane on a
hyperkähler variety of K3[n]-type in terms of the class of a line on it. We give a proof
of this conjecture if the line class is primitive.

1 Introduction

An (irreducible) hyperkähler variety X is a simply-connected smooth projective variety
such that H0(X,Ω2

X) is generated by a holomorphic-symplectic form. A Lagrangian plane
P ⊂ X is a Lagrangian submanifold with P ∼= Pn, where dim(X) = 2n. Let ` ∈ H2(X,Z)
be the class of a line in P . In the context of characterizing ample classes in terms of the
intersection properties of the Beauville-Bogomolov-Fujiki (BBF) pairing on H2(X,Z) and
its Q-linear extension to H2(X,Z) ∼= H2(X,Z)∗, Hassett and Tschinkel proposed that the
norm (`, `) should be a universal constant depending only on the deformation type of X [16].
For hyperkähler varieties deformation equivalent to the Hilbert scheme of n points on a K3
surface (we say they are of K3[n]-type) the constant was shown to be (`, `) = −(n + 3)/2
by [15, 14, 3] for n = 2, 3, 4 and eventually for all n by Bakker [2]. For generalized Kummer
fourfolds we have (`, `) = −3/2 by [17]. For arbitrary hyperkähler varieties, Song [35, Conj.
2.2.12] conjectured that

(`, `) = −2rX , rX =
(2n− 1)C(c2(TX))

24C(1)

where C(α) is the Fujiki constant of a monodromy invariant class α.
In this paper we study what can be said about the class [P ] ∈ H2n(X,Z). Let

L = (`,−) ∈ H2(X,Q)∨ ∼= H2(X,Q)

be the class dual to ` with respect to the BBF form. The class L ∈ H2(X,Q) is characterized
by (L, x) =

∫
` ∪ x for all x ∈ H2(X,Z). For K3[n]-type an explicit formula for [P ] was

found in terms of powers of L and absolute Hodge classes in case n = 2, 3, 4 by Hassett-
Tschinkel [15], Harvey-Hassett-Tschinkel [14], Bakker-Jorza [3]. Recently, Song conjectured
an extension of their formulas to any n in the following simple and beautiful way. Let
[γ]k ∈ H2k(X) denote the complex degree k (cohomological degree 2k) component of a class
γ ∈ H∗(X).

Conjecture A (Song, [35, Conj. 2.2.10]). Let X be a hyperkähler variety of K3[n]-type and
let P ⊂ X be a Lagrangian plane. Then

[P ] =
[
exp(L)

√
tdX

]
n
, (1)

where L ∈ H2(X,Q) is the class dual to the class ` of a line on P .

The main result of this paper is a proof of his conjecture in the primitive case.
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Theorem 1.1. Conjecture A holds if ` is primitive (i.e. indivisible in H2(X,Z)).

By Bakker [2, Remark 28] there exists cases where the line class ` is imprimitive. The
expectation that the formula for [P ] is independent of the divisibility of ` is remarkable.
It suggests connections to the independence of Gromov-Witten invariants of K3[n]-type
hyperkähler varieties from the divisibility proven in [27]. We discuss this further in Section 4.
There we also comment on Song’s formula for the case of arbitrary hyperkähler varieties and
potential lifts to the Chow ring. The remaining sections of the paper deal with preliminaries
(Section 2) and the proof (Section 3). The appendix contains a discussion of Mukai vectors
for orbifolds.

To hint at the proof of Theorem 1.1, let us write O(L) for the (fractional) line bundle with
first Chern class L. Let v(E) = ch(E)

√
tdX be the Mukai vector of an object E ∈ Db(X).

Then (1) can be rewritten as
[P ] = [v(O(L))]n .

This suggests that auto-equivalences should play a key role in the proof, and this is indeed
the case. More precisely, our proof here is heavily inspired by ideas of Beckmann in [5, Sec.7].
We can obtain stronger results as in [5] (where only the projection of [P ] to the Verbitsky
component was computed) by combining a recent result of Markman [24] with a result of
the author [25] to describe how autoequivalences of S[n] induced by autoequivalences of S
using Ploog’s construction [28] act on cohomology. Otherwise the strategy is parallel, and
in particular Section 3.2 is a detailed exposition of a computation in [5, Prop.7.2].

1.1 Acknowledgements

I thank Jieao Song for sharing his conjecture early on and Thorsten Beckmann and Eyal
Markman for discussions on hyperkähler varieties. The idea that Theorem 1.1 can be proven
along the lines presented here was also observed independently by Beckmann. The author
is funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) - OB 512/1-1.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The LLV algebra and Mukai lattice

Let X be a (irreducible) hyperkähler variety. For λ ∈ H2(X,Z) we let eλ ∈ EndH∗(X)
be the operator of cup product with λ. Let h ∈ EndH∗(X) be the grading operator which
acts on Hi(X) by multiplication by i− dim(X). The Looijenga-Lunts-Verbitsky (LLV) Lie
algebra g(X) is the Lie subalgebra of EndH∗(X) generated by all Lefschetz triples (eλ, h, fλ)
for all λ ∈ H2(X) with (λ, λ) > 0, where fλ ∈ EndH∗(X) is the unique operator such that
[eλ, fλ] = h and [h, fλ] = −2fλ, see [22, 37].

The LLV lattice of X is the vector space

H̃(X,Q) = Qα⊕H2(X,Q)⊕Qβ

equipped with the intersection pairing which restricts to the BBF form on H2(X,Q), lets
α, β be orthogonal to H2(X,Q) and satisfies (α, α) = (β, β) = 0 and (α, β) = −1. For X a

K3 surface, we have the natural identification H̃(X) = H∗(S,Q) where α = 1 is the unit,
and β = p ∈ H4(S,Z) is the class of a point. In higher dimension the geometric meaning of

H̃(X,Q) is more subtle, see [36, 5, 23] for more details.
Let DMon(X) ⊂ O(H∗(X,Z)) be the subgroup generated by all morphism γ−1

2 ◦FH ◦γ1

where γi : H∗(X)→ H∗(Xi) are parallel transport operators, and F : Db(X1)→ Db(X2) is
an auto-equivalence. By work of Talman [36] there is a natural functor

H̃ : DMon(X)→ O(H̃(X,Q)).

which controls the action of DMon(X) on the subring of H∗(X,Q) generated by H2(X,Q).
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2.2 Hilbert schemes

Let S be a K3 surface and let S[n] be the Hilbert scheme of n points on S. There is a natural
isomorphism

H2(S,Z)⊕ Zδ
∼=−→ H2(S[n],Z), (λ, kδ) 7→ θ(λ) + kδ

where 2δ is the class of the locus of non-reduced subschemes, and

θ : H2(S,Z) ∼= H2(S(n),Z)→ H2(S[n],Z)

is the canonical morphism, where the second map is given by pullback along the Hilbert-
Chow morphism S[n] → S(n). If L ∈ Pic(S) is a line bundle, we let Ln ∈ Pic(S[n]) be the
line bundle with c1(Ln) = θ(c1(L)).

Let also Ξn ⊂ S[n] × S be the universal family of the Hilbert scheme, and let p, q be the
projection of S[n] × S to the factors. Given a vector bundle V on S, we let

V [n] := p∗(q
∗(V )⊗OΞn

)

be the tautological bundle associated to V . If L is a line bundle, then det(L[n]) = Ln⊗O(−δ).

2.3 The BKR equivalence

By Haiman’s work [13] the Hilbert scheme S[n] is isomorphic to the Nakamura G-Hilbert
scheme HilbG(Sn) for the permutation action of G := Sn on Sn. Let Zn ⊂ S[n]×Sn be the
universal family of HilbG(Sn). By construction, Zn is is G-equivariant, and finite and flat
of degree n! over S[n]. The Bridgeland-King-Reid equivalence [8] which we use here in the
convention of Krug [20] is:

Ψ : DG(Sn)
∼=−→ Db(S[n]), F 7→ pr2∗(pr∗1(F)⊗OZ)G

where DG(Sn) is the equivariant category of Db(Sn) with respect to the G-action.
Ploog and Sosna [28, 29] use Ψ to construct an injective group homomorphism

Aut(Db(S))× Z2 → Aut(Db(S[n])), (F, 1) 7→ F [n], (id,−1) 7→ Fχ.

We recall the construction. Given an object E ∈ Db(Y ) on a smooth projective variety Y ,
the box product

E�n = π∗1(E)⊗ · · · ⊗ π∗n(E) ∈ Db(Y n),

carries a natural Sn-linearization by assigning to g ∈ Sn the isomorphism

g∗(E�n) ∼= π∗g(1)(E)⊗ · · ·π∗g(n)(E)

∼= π∗1(E)⊗ · · · ⊗ π∗n(E)

∼= E�n,

(2)

where πi are the projection of Y n to the i-th factor. We let (E�n, 1) denote this represen-
tation. Let χ be the non-trivial character of Sn. We let (E�n,−1) = (E�n, 1) ⊗ χ be the
χ-twisted linearization.

Given a Fourier-Mukai transform F = FME : Db(S)→ Db(S) with Fourier-Mukai kernel
E ∈ Db(S × S), we have an induced Fourier-Mukai kernel (E�n, 1) ∈ Db((S × S)n), and
hence an induced autoequivalence

F�n := FM(E�n,1) : DG(Sn)→ DG(Sn), A 7→ pr2∗(pr∗1(A)⊗ (E�n, 1)) (3)

where the pullback, tensor product, and pushforward are taken equivariantly. The first part
of the Ploog-Sisna map is now defined by:

F [n] = FM
[n]
E := Ψ ◦ FME�n ◦Ψ−1.

Further, tensoring with χ commutes with F�n. We set

Fχ := Ψ ◦ (χ⊗ (−)) ◦Ψ−1.
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Remark 2.1. We adopt in (2) the natural sign convention for graded tensor products: If
V,W are graded vector spaces and a ∈ V and b ∈ W are homogeneous, then under the
isomorphism V ⊗W ∼= W ⊗ V we send a⊗ b to (−1)|a||b|b⊗ a, where |a| is the degree of a.

For example, OS [−1] is of odd degree, so we get

(OS [−1]�n, 1) ∼= (O�n
S ,−1)[−n]. (4)

Remark 2.2. For any B ∈ Db(S) and F ∈ Aut(Db(S)) we have by construction

F�n
(
(B�n, 1)

)
= (F (B)�n, 1). (5)

For example, consider the spherical twist of S along the structure sheaf OS ,

STOS
: Db(S)→ Db(S), E 7→ Cone(RHom(OS , E)⊗OS → E).

Then STOS
(OS) = OS [−1] hence using (4) we get that

ST�n
OS

(O�n
S , 1) = (STOS

(OS)�n, 1) = (OS [−1]�n, 1) = (O�n
S ,−1)[−n].

Remark 2.3. For a line bundle L ∈ Pic(S) let FL = L ⊗ (−) be the autoequivalence acting
by tensor product with L. Then as explained in [20, Remark 3.11] we have

F
[n]
L = Ln ⊗ (−).

2.4 The BKR equivalence in cohomology

We also have a cohomological version of Ploog’s construction. Let H∗G(Sn) be the orbifold
cohomology of Sn, for which we refer to Appendix A. Then as discussed in Section A.9 Ψ
induces an isomorphism on cohomology

ΨH : H∗G(Sn)
∼=−→ H∗(S[n]).

We define

End(H∗(S))→ End(H∗(S[n])), φ 7→ φ[n] := ΨH ◦ φ�n ◦ (ΨH)−1

where φ�n : HG(Sn)→ HG(Sn) is the endomorphism induced by φ, see Section A.7.
The following follows from the appendix:

Lemma 2.4. For any F ∈ AutDb(S), we have (F [n])H = (FH)[n].

Recall that DMon(S) = O+(H∗(S,Z)) and consider the natural embedding

ι : O(H(S,Q))→ O(H̃(S[n],Q)), g 7→ ι(g)

where we let ι(g) act on the image of idα⊕ θ⊕ idβ : H∗(S,Q) ⊂ H̃(S[n],Q) by g and by the
identity on the orthogonal complement.

Lemma 2.5. H̃(φ[n]) = det(φ)n+1B−δ/2 ◦ ι(φ) ◦Bδ/2

Proof. This can be found in [5, Theorem 7.4] or [23, Theorem 12.2].

This leads to the following useful result, proven by Markman recently in [24]. Let

ρ : SO(H̃(S[n],C))→ SO(H∗(S[n],C))

be the (integrated) LLV respresentation. Define the conjugated morphism:

Θn(φ) = Bδ/2 ◦ φ[n] ◦B−δ/2.
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Proposition 2.6. For any g ∈ DMon(S) of determinant 1 we have:

Θn(g) = ρ(ι(g)).

Proof. This is proven in [24] but we sketch the proof here for convenience. The claimed
equality makes sense for all of SO(H∗(S,C)), so we only need to check the derivative at the
origin. Moreover, it suffice it to check it on the generators eλ and fλ of the tangent space
so(H∗(S,C)). For eλ this is clear by Remark 2.3. Hence it suffices to compute the derivative
of Θn(exp(fλt)) at t = 0 and check that it equals fθ(λ).

Consider the action on cohomology φ := (STOS
)H of the spherical twist STOS

. Then φ
acts by the identity on H2(S) and sends 1, p to −p, 1 respectively. Hence in so(H∗(S,C))
we have

φ−1eλφ =
−(λ, λ)

2
fλ.

Further by Lemma 2.4 we know that φ[n] is the induced action of an auto-equivalence on
Db(S[n]). Thus by the main result of [36] φ[n] and hence Θn(φ) conjugates elements of the

LLV algebra g(S[n]). Together with Lemma 2.5 one finds by the ρ-equivariance of H̃ that:

Θn(φ)−1eθ(λ)Θn(φ) =
−(λ, λ)

2
fθ(λ).

We get that:

d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

Θn(exp(fλt)) =
d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

Θn

(
exp

(
−2t

(λ, λ)
φ−1eλφ

))
=

d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

Θn(φ−1)Θn

(
exp

(
−2t

(λ, λ)
eλ

))
Θn(φ)

=
d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

Θn(φ−1) exp

(
−2t

(λ, λ)
eθ(λ)

)
Θn(φ)

= Θn(φ−1)

[
d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

exp

(
−2t

(λ, λ)
eθ(λ)

)]
Θn(φ)

= Θn(φ−1)
−2

(λ, λ)
eθ(λ)Θn(φ)

= fθ(λ)

= ρ(ι(fλ))

To obtain the description of Θn(g) for all g ∈ DMon(S), also of determinant −1, we
can use the following argument: Let h ∈ Mon(S) be any monodromy operator of S with
determinant −1. Then for any g ∈ DMon(S) of determinant 1 Proposition 2.6 determines
Θn(gh). Moreover, Θn(h) = h[n] is just the induced parallel transport operator. Hence:

Θn(g) = Θn(gh)Θn(h)−1 = ρ(ι̃(gh)) ◦ (h[n])−1. (6)

For k ≥ 1 and γ ∈ H∗(S) consider the Nakajima creation operators [32] (here in the
convention of [33])

qk(γ) : H∗(S[m])→ H∗(S[m+k])

and let v∅ ∈ H∗(S[0]) be the unit (’the vacuum vector’). We find the following description:

Corollary 2.7. For any g ∈ DMon(S) we have

Θn(g) (qk1(γ1) · · · qk`(γ`)v∅) = qk1(ψk1(g)γ1) · · · qk`(ψk`(g)γ`)v∅

where ψn(g) = nh/2 ◦ g ◦ n−h/2 and we let nh(γ) = nh(γ)γ for any homogeneous γ.
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Proof. Consider first the determinant 1 case. This equality makes sense for all elements
g ∈ SO(H∗(S,C)) so it suffices to check this for the differential. Take g = exp(eλt) or
g = exp(fλt) for some λ ∈ H2(S) and compute the derivative at t = 0 on the left hand side.
For ρ(eλ) an explicit expression in terms of Nakajima operators was found in [21], and for
ρ(fλ) in [25]. Using these references we precisely get the right hand side. This concludes
the proof in determinant 1. For determinant −1 use (6) and that the Nakajima operators
are equivariant with respect to the monodromy operators of S.

Remark 2.8. The twist ψn(g) can be explained by the computations in the orbifold coho-
mology of Sn, see Section A.7.

3 Proof of main result

3.1 Reduction

By work of Bakker [2] there exists a unique monodromy orbit for Lagrangian planes P ⊂ X
in hyperkähler varieties of K3[n]-type, such that the class of the line in P is primitive in
H2(X,Z). Because the equality in Theorem 1.1 in one case implies the same equality for
all deformations of the pair (X,P ), it suffices to prove the theorem for a single case. We
hence can specialize X to S[n], assume that S contains a (−2)-curve C ∼= P1, and for the
Lagrangian plane P take

Pn ∼= C [n] ⊂ S[n].

The class of a line ` in C [n] is

` = `n − (n− 1)A ∈ H2(S[n],Z)

where `n is the class of the locus of subschemes which are incident to C and n − 1 fixed
distinct points away from C, and A is the class of a fiber of the Hilbert-Chow morphism
over a generic point in the singular locus. Using that δ · A = −1 and setting L := OS(C)
we hence get the dual class

L = `∨ = θ(c1(L))− δ

2
= c1(Ln ⊗O(−δ/2)) ∈ H2(S[n],Q).

To prove Theorem 1.1 it hence suffices to check the following explicit formula:

[C [n]] = [v(Ln ⊗O(−δ/2))]n . (7)

3.2 Key computation

Consider again the spherical twist along the structure sheaf:

STOS
: Db(S)→ Db(S), E 7→ Cone(RHom(OS , E)⊗OS → E).

The following basic computation is our main input:

Proposition 3.1. Let L = OS(C) for a (−2)-curve C ⊂ S. Then

ST
[n]
OS

(Ln ⊗O(−δ)) = ι∗(ωPn)

where ι : Pn ∼= C [n] → S[n] is the inclusion.

Remark 3.2. The proof of the proposition below is a detailed exposition of a computation
done in [5, Prop.7.2]. (This exposition corrects a subtle sign issue that can be found in the
first two arXiv versions of [5].).
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For the proof we need some preparation. For I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} let πI : Sn → S|I| be the
projection to the components indexed by I. For L ∈ Pic(S) the pullback

π∗1···k(L�k,−1) ∼= π∗1···k(L�k,−1)⊗ π∗(k+1)···n(O�n−k
S , 1)

carries a natural Sk × Sn−k linearization. Following [20, Defn.3.4] we define

W k(L) = IndSn

Sk×Sn−k
(π∗1···k(L�k,−1)) =

( ⊕
I⊂{1,...,n}
|I|=k

pr∗I(L
�k), σ

)
∈ DG(Sn).

where IndS
n

Sk×Sn−k
is the induction functor of the inclusion Sk×Sn−k ⊂ Sn, see [20, Sec.2.2].

Krug’s main result ([20, Thm 1.1]) then shows that

Ψ(W k(L)) = ∧kL[n]. (8)

Lemma 3.3. For any k ∈ {0, . . . n} we have

W k(L)⊗ χ = (L�n, 1)⊗Wn−k(L∨).

Proof. We have

W k(L)⊗ χ = IndSn

Sk×Sn−k

(
π∗1···k(L�k, 1)⊗ π∗(k+1)···n(O�(n−k)

S ,−1)
)

= (L�n, 1)⊗ IndSn

Sk×Sn−k

(
π∗1···k(O�k

S , 1)⊗ π∗(k+1)···n((L∨)�(n−k),−1)
)

= (L�n, 1)⊗Wn−k(L∨).

Proof of Proposition 3.1. Since we have

STOS
(OS(C)) = OC(C),

we get by (5) that

ST�n
OS

(O(C)�n, 1) = (OC(C)�n, 1).

Since tensoring with χ commutes with any F�n for F ∈ Aut(Db(S)), therefore

ST�n
OS

(O(C)�n,−1) = (OC(C)�n,−1).

We now apply Ψ and compute both sides. The claim will follow.

Step 1: The left hand side. We have

Ψ ◦ ST�n
OS

(O(C)�n,−1) = ST
[n]
OS

Ψ(L�n ⊗ (O�n
S ,−1))

= ST
[n]
OS

(Ln ⊗Ψ(O�n
S ,−1))

= ST
[n]
OS

(Ln ⊗Ψ(Wn(OS)))

= ST
[n]
OS

(Ln ⊗ det(O[n]
S ))

= ST
[n]
OS

(Ln ⊗OS[n](−δ)),

where we used Remark 2.3 in the second equation, the definition of W k in the third, Krug’s
result (8) in the forth.

Step 2: The right hand side. Using the resolution 0 → OS(−C)→ OS → OC → 0, and
taking the n-th box-product, we obtain the Sn-equivariant Koszul resolution[

Wn(OS(−C))→ . . .→W 1(OS(−C))→W 0(OS(−C))
]
∼= (O�n

C , 1).
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Tensoring with the non-trivial character χ and applying Lemma 3.3 we find:

(OS(−C)�n, 1)⊗
[
W 0(OS(C))→ . . .→Wn−1(OS(C))→Wn(OS(C))

]
∼= (O�n

C ,−1).

Hence we get[
W 0(OS(C))→ . . .→Wn−1(OS(C))→Wn(OS(C))

]
∼= (OC(C)�n,−1).

Now we apply Ψ and use Krug’s result (8), to get[
OS[n] → OS(C)[n] → . . .→ ∧n−1(OS(C)[n])→ det(OS(C)[n])

]
∼= Ψ(OC(C)�n,−1). (9)

The term OS[n] appears here in degree −n.
It is well-known that OC[n] is cut out by a regular section of OS(C)[n]. Taking the Kozsul

resulution we get:[
∧n(O(C)[n])∨ → ∧n−1(O(C)[n])∨ → . . .→ (O(C)[n])∨ → OS[n]

]
∼= ι∗OC[n]

Hence the dual O∨
C[n] := RHom(ι∗OC[n] ,OS[n]) reads

(ι∗OC[n])
∨ ∼=

[
OS[n] → . . .→ ∧n−1O(C)[n] → ∧nO(C)[n]

]
,

where the term OS[n] appears in degree 0.
Comparing with (9) we conclude that:

Ψ(OC(C)�n,−1) = (ι∗OC[n])∨[n].

The final statement follows from Verdier duality:

(ι∗OC[n])∨ ∼= ι∗(ωPn)[−n].

3.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1

Let F = STOS
and L = OS(C). By Proposition 3.1 we have

(F [n])Hv(Ln ⊗O(−δ)) = v(ι∗(ωPn)) (10)

where ι : Pn = C [n] → S[n] is the inclusion. We now rewrite,

(F [n])H = (FH)[n] = B−δ/2 ◦Bδ/2 ◦ (FH)[n] ◦B−δ/2 ◦Bδ/2
= B−δ/2 ◦Θn(FH) ◦Bδ/2.

Inserting into (10), we find that

B−δ/2 ◦Θn(FH) ◦Bδ/2v(Ln ⊗O(−δ)) = v(ι∗(ωPn)),

and hence
Θn(FH) ◦ v(Ln ⊗O(−δ/2)) = v(ι∗(ωPn ⊗ ι∗O(−δ/2))).

We have that FH is an involution, so that:

v(Ln ⊗O(−δ/2)) = Θn(FH)v(ι∗(ωPn ⊗ ι∗O(−δ/2))). (11)

Note that
v(ι∗(ωPn ⊗ ι∗O(−δ/2))) = [C [n]] + . . .

where (. . .) stands for terms of higher codimension. By Corollary 2.7 we have that Θn(FH)
is degree-reserving, that is it sends Hk+2n(S[n]) to H−k+2n(S[n]). (Alternatively, this follows
from Lemma 2.5 and computing the commutator with h, see [24, Lemma 3.4]). Thus taking
the degree n component in (11) yields:

[v(Ln ⊗O(−δ/2))]degn = Θn(FH)[C [n]].

The following lemma hence implies equation (7) and hence Theorem 1.1.
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Lemma 3.4. Let C ⊂ S be a (−2) curve and let F = STOS
. Then

Θn(FH)[C [n]] = [C [n]].

Proof. By a result of Grojnowski [12] and Nakajima [12] we have

∞∑
n=0

[C [n]] = exp

∑
m≥1

(−1)m−1

m
qm([C])

 v∅.

Hence [C [n]] is a linear combination of terms qk1([C]) · · · qk`([C])v∅. Since FH acts by the
identity of H2, the claim follows now from Corollary 2.7.

4 Open questions

4.1 Multiple cover formula

The independence of the formula (1) from the divisibility of the class ` ∈ H2(X,Z) suggests a
connection to the multiple cover formula in Gromov-Witten theory ofK3[n]-type hyperkähler
varieties conjectured in [26] and proven in [27] in many cases.

Assuming some familiarity with Gromov-Witten theory from [26] let M0,2(X,β) be the
moduli space of 2-marked genus 0 stable maps f : C → X with f∗[C] = β. The moduli space
carries a 2n-dimensional reduced virtual fundamental class [M0,2(X,β)]vir. Its pushforward
along the product of the evaluation maps evi : M0,2(X,β), i = 1, 2 defines the Lagrangian
cycle

Zβ := (ev1× ev2)∗[M0,2(X,β)]vir ∈ A2n(X ×X).

If the moduli space M0,2(X,β) is of expected dimension 2n, then the virtual class is just
the ordinary fundamental class. For example, Theorem 1.1 shows that for β = ` primitive,
we have in cohomology

Z` = pr∗1 ([v(O(L))]n) ∪ pr∗2 ([v(O(L))]n) ,

which shows that Z` encodes information about the class [P ]. A basic idea is to explore
whether information about Z` for ` imprimitive can be used to prove Theorem 1.1 in general.
In particular, we have the following formula.

Theorem 4.1 ([27]). Let β ∈ H2(X,Z) be an effective curve class. For any k|β let Xk be
a hyperkähler variety of K3[n]-type and let ϕk : H2(X,R) → H2(Xk,R) be a real isometry
such that

• ϕk(β/k) is a primitive effective curve class,

• ±[β/k] = ±[ϕk(β/k)] in H2(X,Z)/H2(X,Z) ∼= H2(Xk,Z)/H2(Xk,Z) ∼= Z/(2n− 2)Z.

Extend ϕk as a parallel transport lift H∗(X,R)→ H∗(Xk,R), see [26]. Then

Zβ =
∑
k|β

1

k
(ϕk � ϕk)−1(Zϕk(β/k)).

Theorem 4.1 shows that for ` with arbitrary divisibility we have

Z` = pr∗1 ([v(O(L))]n) ∪ pr∗2 ([v(O(L))]n) + (...)

where the first term corresponds to the k = 1 term in the Theorem, and (...) stands for
the k > 1 which should be the multiple cover contributions coming from the rational curves
in class β/k. A pathway to Theorem 1.1 hence lies in understanding the rational curves in
class β/k better.
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4.2 Arbitrary hyperkähler varieties

Let X be any hyperkähler variety containing a Lagrangian plane P ⊂ X. Let (−) :
H∗(X,Q) → SH∗(X,Q) be the orthogonal projection to the subspace generated by di-
visor classes. With the same notation of the introduction, Song proved in [35, Thm. 2.2.4]
that

[P ] =

[
µn

cX
exp(L/µ)

√
tdX

]
n

where cX = n!2n

(2n)!C(1) and µ = −(`, `)/2rX . Moreover, µ = 1 conjecturally by [35].

However, in general we can not expect a formula for [P ] ∈ H∗(X,Q) only in terms of
the class L dual to the class of the line `. For example, as discussed in [35, Example 2.2.8]
based on [17] for generalized Kummer 4-folds we have [P ] = 1/6L2 + 1/72c2(X) + z where
the class z is non-zero and not monodromy invariant. The issue seems to arise since there
can be several Lagrangian planes P1, . . . , PN ⊂ X which have the same class of line `. A
speculation is hence whether the average over [Pi] satisfies Song’s formula.

Question 4.1. Let X be any hyperkähler variety. For ` ∈ H2(X,Z), let P1, . . . , PN ⊂ X be
the Lagrangian planes such that a line on them has class `. Assume µ = 1. Does

1

N

∑
i

[Pi] =

[
1

cX
exp(L)

√
tdX

]
n

hold?

4.3 Chow ring

As already asked by Song [35], we can ask for Conjecture A also as an equality of Chow rings
A∗(X). To use the methods of this paper for the case X = S[n] and P = C [n] for a (−2)-
curve C ⊂ S, we would need to extend the result of Talman [36] to the Chow ring. More
precisely, Talman shows that the induced action on cohomology of any auto-equivalence of a
hyperkähler variety intertwines the action of the LLV algebra. To lift these results to Chow
hence requires two statements:

Question 4.2. Let X be a hyperkähler variety.

(i) Does the LLV algebra action on cohomology lift naturally to an action on the Chow
ring A∗(X)?

(ii) Assuming (i), let F : Db(X) → Db(X) be any auto-equivalence. Does the induced
action F∗ : A∗(X)→ A∗(X) intertwine the action of the LLV algebra?

By natural action we mean one where the lift of the Lefschetz grading operator h should
give the expected Beauville-Voisin decomposition [4, 38] of the Chow ring A∗(X). The
first question was expected since the work [25], where an LLV algebra action on Chow
was constructed for the Hilbert scheme S[n]. This action turns out to have the expected
properties [33]. Hence for S[n] the second question can be stated unconditionally. For partial
evidence for (i) in the case of the Fano variety of lines of a cubic fourfold, see also [19].

A Orbifold Mukai vectors

Let G be a finite group acting on a smooth projective variety X, and let CohG(X) be the
category of G-equivariant coherent sheaves on X. In this appendix we define a Mukai vector

v : K(CohG(X))→ H∗G(X)

taking values in the orbifold cohomology of X. We show that it is well-behaved with respect
to Fourier-Mukai transforms in the usual sense. We discuss the case of the Bridgeland-King-
Reid isomorphism specifically. Our discussion can be viewed as a reformulation of work of
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Baum-Fulton-Quartz on the equivariant Riemann-Roch theorem [7]. A similar discussion
can also be found in [34], and no originality is claimed here. We also refer to [11, 9, 18] for
further discussions on orbifold cohomology.1

A.1 Orbifold cohomology

The orbifold cohomology of the pair (X,G) is defined by

H∗G(X) = (⊕g∈GH∗(Xg))
G

where an element h ∈ G acts on an element α ∈ H∗(Xg) by h∗(α) and h : Xg → Xhgh−1

is the isomorphism defined by the group action. The multiplication on H∗G(X) is defined
factor-wise:

(αg)g∈G · (βg)g∈G = (α · β)g∈G.

Remark A.1. A second (so called ”stringy”) product was defined in [18]. It corresponds to
the cup product on the Hilbert scheme, that is after the Bridgeland-King-Reid isomorphism.

A.2 Trivial action

For the trivial action of a finite group G on a variety X there is an isomorphism

CohG(X) ∼=
⊕
i

Coh(X)⊗ Vi

where Vi are the irreducible representations of G. Hence we have an isomorphism:

K(CohG(X)) ∼= K(Coh(X))⊗R[G]

where R[G] is the representation ring. For any given element g ∈ G we have the trace
morphism trg : R[G]→ C. We obtain the trace map:

Trg : K(CohG(X)) ∼= K(Coh(X))⊗R[G]
id×trg−−−−→ K(Coh(X))

Since the trace only depend on the action of g on Vi, this definition is independent of the
group containing G, e.g. we can take G = 〈g〉. A direct check shows that Trg is a ring
homomorphism: Trg(A×B) = Trg(A)⊗ Trg(B).

Example A.2. For a cyclic group G = Z/nZ generated by g we have one irreducible rep-
resentation Vχ for each root of unity χ = e2piik/n, where g acts by χ. Hence, if W is a
G-vector bundle which decomposes into eigenspaces Wχ under g, then Trg(W ) =

∑
χ χWχ.

A.3 Chern character

The (classical) orbifold Chern character

chG : K(CohG(X))→ H∗G(X)

is the ring homomorphism defined by:

chG(W ) =
(
chg(W ))g∈G :=

(
ch(Trg(W |Xg ))

)
g∈G

.

Define also the Baum-Fulton-Quartz Riemann-Roch morphism

τG : K(CohG(X))→ HG(X)

1However, contrary to these references we will always work here with the much simpler classical (non-
stringy) product.
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by assigning to each G-equivariant vector bundle W :

τG(W ) =
(
τg(W )

)
:=

(
ch(Trg(W |Xg ))

ch(Trg(
∑
i(−1)iΛiN∗Xg/X))

td(Xg)

)
g∈G

This is the orbifold analogue of the Riemann-Rich morphism τ = ch(−)tdX ,
We have the compatibility:

τG(V ⊗W ) = chG(V ) · τG(W ).

A.4 Pullback and pushforward

Let f : X → Y be a G-equivariant morphism, and consider the induced morphisms: fXg :
Xg → Y g. Define the pullback factorwise by

f∗ : H∗G(Y )→ H∗G(X), f∗(βg) = (f∗Xgβg)g∈G.

By a straightforward check one has:

Lemma A.3. chG(f∗W ) = f∗chG(W ).

Similarly, define the pushfoward factorwise:

f∗ : H∗G(X)→ H∗G(Y ), f∗(αg) = (fXg,∗αg)g∈G.

Proposition A.4 ([7]). For any proper G-equivariant morphism f : X → Y and G-
equivariant sheaf W we have

τG(Rf∗W ) = f∗τ
G(W ).

A.5 Mukai vector

Given an G-equivariant vector bundle W we define the Mukai vector by

v(W ) :=
(
vg(W )

)
g∈G

:=

(
ch(Trg(W |Xg )) ·

√
td(Xg)

ch(Trg(
∑
i(−1)iΛiN∗Xg/X))

)
g∈G

.

Consider G-actions on varieties X,Y and endow X × Y with the diagonal action. In
particular, (X × Y )g = Xg × Y g and

N(X×Y )g/(X×Y )
∼= pr∗1(NXg/X)⊕ pr∗2(NY g/Y ).

Given an object E ∈ Db
G(X × Y ) consider the associated Fourier-Mukai transform:

FME : Db
G(X)→ Db

G(Y ), A 7→ pr2∗(pr∗1(A)⊗ E).

Given a class α ∈ H∗G(X × Y ) let it act as a correspondence by:

FMα : H∗G(X)→ H∗G(Y ), β 7→ pr2∗(pr∗1(β) · α).

Proposition A.5. We have a commutative diagram:

Db
G(X) Db

G(Y )

H∗G(X) H∗G(Y ).

v(−)

FME

v(−)

FMv(E)
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Proof. Note that we have

τg(E) = v(E) ·
√

td(Xg)

ch(Trg(
∑
i(−1)iΛiN∗Xg/X))

·
√

td(Y g)

ch(Trg(
∑
i(−1)iΛiN∗Y g/Y ))

.

Hence we find

vg(pr2∗(pr∗1(A)⊗ E)) =

√
td(Y g)

ch(Trg(
∑
i(−1)iΛiN∗Y g/Y ))

−1

τg(pr2∗(pr∗1(A)⊗ E))

=

√
td(Y g)

ch(Trg(
∑
i(−1)iΛiN∗Y g/Y ))

−1

pr2∗(τg(pr∗1(A)⊗ E))

=

√
td(Y g)

ch(Trg(
∑
i(−1)iΛiN∗Y g/Y ))

−1

pr2∗(τg(E) pr∗1(chG(A)))

= Φv(E)(v(A)).

A.6 Permutation action

Let X be a smooth projective variety, and consider the action of G = Sn on Y := Xn by
permutation of factors. Given a sheaf F on X the product

F�n = ⊗i pr∗i (F )

has a canonical Sn-linearization, giving rise to (F�n, 1) ∈ DG(Y ), see (2).
The Mukai vector v(F�n) can be described as follows. First one has the following

’localization’ formula that describes the component of maximal cycle type.

Proposition A.6. Let g ∈ G have cycle type (n).

chg(F
�n, 1) = ψn(ch(F ))

τg(F
�n, 1) =

1

ndimX
ψn(τ(F ))

vg(F
�n, 1) =

1

ndimX/2
ψn(v(F )).

Here ψn is the Adams operation which acts by multiplication by ni on H2i.

Proof. The first goes back to a PhD thesis of Moonen, see [30, Lemma 5.11] and the ref-
erences therein. However, it can also be derived directly quite easily, see the discussion in
[31]. To sketch the details, for a line bundle L the g-action on the restriction L�n|∆1...n

is trivial, so chg(L�n, 1) = ch(L⊗n) = ψn(ch(L)). The general case follows since classes of
(topological) line bundles generate the topological K-theory.

For the second claim one has that (e.g. [31, Lemma 3.3])

chTrg(
∑
i

(−1)iΛiN∆/Xn) = θn(X),

where θn(X) are Bott’s cannibalistic classes, and by [31, Lemma 1.4] these satisfy

ψn(td(X)) = ndimX td(X)

θn(X)
.

This concludes the claim since ψn is a ring homomorphism.
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For the last part, observe that

vg(F
�n) = chg(F

�n)

√
1

ndimX
ψn(td(X))

and that
√
− and ψn commute.

In the general case we have the following ’multiplicativity’ [30, Example 3.1] . Let g ∈ Sn
be of cycle type (k1, . . . , k`). Then under the isomorphism Y g ∼= X` we have

chg(F
�n, 1) = ψk1(ch(F )) � · · ·� ψk`(ch(F )). (12)

A.7 Symmetric actions on Xn

Let E ∈ Db(X × X) be the kernel of a Fourier-Mukai transform FME : Db(X) → Db(X),
and as in (3) consider the induced G := Sn-equivariant functor on Y = Xg:

FM�n
E : DG(Y )→ DG(Y ), A 7→ pr2∗(pr∗1(A)⊗ (E�n, 1)).

Let φ = FMv(E) : H∗(X)→ H∗(X) the action on cohomology, and consider the induced
action on orbifold cohomology

φ�n := FMv(E�n,1) : H∗G(Y )→ H∗G(Y ).

We have the following description. Define

ψn(φ) = ndegR /2 ◦ φ ◦ n− degR /2

where ndegR acts on Hi(X) by multiplication by ni.

Lemma A.7. We have
φ�n(αg)g∈G = (φ̃(αg))g∈G (13)

where if g is of cycle type (k1, . . . , k`), then φ̃ = ψk1(φ)� . . .�ψk`(φ) under the isomorphism
Y g ∼= X`.

Proof. Since pullback and pushforward acts factorwise, also FMv(E�n,1) acts factorwise. By
(12) it suffices moreover to consider g of maximal cycle type (n) for which we have by
Proposition A.6 that

vg(E�n) =
1

ndim(X)
ψn(v(E)).

By a direct check this acts on H∗(X) as a correspondence by ndegR /2 ◦ φ ◦ n− degR /2.

Remark A.8. If φ ∈ EndH∗(X) we call φ�n ∈ EndHG(Xn) defined by (13) the induced
action on HG(Xn).

A.8 Taking invariants

For the trivial G-action on a space X we can consider the functor that takes invariants:

(−)G : CohG(X)→ Coh(X), W 7→WG.

Lemma A.9. For any W -equivariant sheaf,

ch(WG) =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

chg(W ), τ(WG) =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

τg(W )

v(WG) =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

vg(W ).
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Proof. We use that for any G-representation we have

dim(V G) =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

tr(g|V ).

Write W =
⊕
Wχ ⊗ Vχ where Vχ are the irreducible of G. We get

ch(WG) = ch(W1) =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

ch(Wχ) tr(g|Vχ)

=
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

chg(W ).

Similarly, note that for the trivial G-action we have Xg = X, so τg(W ) = chg(W ) · td(TX),
hence the second claim follows by multiplication by td(TX).

Define the sum map

σ : H∗G(X)→ H∗(X), (αg) 7→
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

αg.

Then the above says that we have a commutative diagram

K(CohG(X)) K(Coh(X))

H∗G(X) H∗(X).

(−)G

v(−) v

σ

A.9 The Bridgeland-King-Reid isomorphism

For a smooth projective surface S recall from (2.3) the Bridgeland-King-Reid equivalence

Ψ : DG(Sn)→ Db(S[n]), F 7→ pr2∗(pr∗1(F)⊗OZn)G.

By the discussion above we obtain the induced cohomological transform:

ΨH = σ ◦ FMv(OZ) : H∗G(Sn)→ H∗G(S[n])→ H∗(S[n]),

such that the following diagram commutes:

K(CohG(Sn)) K(Coh(S[n]))

H∗G(Sn) H∗(S[n]).

v

Ψ

v

ΨH

The last thing we need for Section 2.4 is the following:

Lemma A.10. ΨH is an isomorphism

Proof. The most direct way to see this is by observing that the equivariant Chern character
(A.3) defines an isomorphism between the G-equivariant topological K-theory and the orb-
ifold cohomology [1]. Hence the claim follows from the fact that the Bridgeland-King-Reid
isomorphism induces an isomorphism in topological K-theory, see [8, Sec.10].
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Alternatively, recall the universal family Zn ⊂ S[n]×Sn and let p, q be the projection of
S[n] × Sn to the factors. We then compute directly:

τ(Rp∗(q
∗(F))G =

1

|G|
∑
g

τg(Rp∗(OZn ⊗ q∗(F)))

=
1

|G|
∑
g

p∗(τg(OZg
n
)q∗(chg(F))

=
1

|G|
∑
g

p∗(τ(OZg
n
)q∗
(

chg(F)

ch(Trg(
∑
i(−1)iN(Sn)g/Sn))

)
where we used the construction of τ as in [7] in the last step. We have

τ(OZg
n
) = [Zgn] + ...

where ... stands for classes of higher codimension. Hence ΨH is upper triangular, where on
the diagonal we have the usual cohomological isomorphism between Hg(Sn) and H∗(S[n]),
as discussed for example in [11] or [10].
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